Russian dissident: make no compromises with Kremlin

By Marc Meredith

With the Geneva arms talks between the Soviet Union and the United States quickly approaching, a Russian dissident said Saturday that there can be no compromises with the “guys in the Kremlin.”

Yuri Tsvetin, who lived in the Soviet Union for 45 years before coming to the United States in 1976, told a group of about 20 people at Cal Poly that everything the Soviet leaders do is designed to enhance the slavery of the Russian people.

Tsvetin, who was educated as a mechanical engineer in Russia, said the people of the Soviet Union are enslaved by totalitarianism and the leaders of the nation can’t allow any freedom to exist in the world because if freedom exists, their people will always see the chance for a better tomorrow.

Tsvetin experienced life firsthand under Soviet leaders Josef Stalin, Nikita Khrushchev and Leonid Brezhnev and is friends with well-known Soviet dissidents such as Andre Sakharov. He said the American people don’t want to fight anymore, as evidenced by the war in Vietnam and reactions to the situation in Central America.

“It appears that America is in retreat,” Tsvetin said. “And Western Europe and other free countries are scared to death.”

He said the Soviet Union will use this fear to turn western societies into a workshop for Soviet needs. According to Tsvetin, Western Europe and the United States can’t compromise technology and food for its guaranteed safety.

Tsvetin said America will end up compromising technology and grain for the foreign oil and raw materials upon which the American economy has become dependent.

By taking questions from the audience and then expanding to make a point, Tsvetin said that the West can’t be tricked because Americans assume the Soviets are people just like themselves.

See US NEWS, back page

Wiring problems cause power loss during weekend

By Craig Andrews

Power outages in the Graphic Arts Building and Mustang Stadium during the last two weeks have disrupted the lives of many students, as the dark and forceful rebalancing of a power game in the stadium.

The Graphic Arts Building was without power Friday from 11 a.m. to 5 p.m., and Saturday from 8 a.m. until noon, said Curtis C. Senneth, Print Production Manager for University Graphix Systems.

It really affects our production, it would have been nice to get a note that power would be off,” he said. While repairs were being made Saturday, many students were left in darkness.

Power was lost because of old wiring with bad insulation, said Senneth.

Two weeks ago when half of the campus endured a 30-minute outage of 5 a.m. on Oct. 29, a short in a load center which services the Graphic Arts Building tripped breakers in a main power panel, Senneth said.

Temporary power feeders have been installed between two main vaults and in the Graphic Arts Building and the stadium, said Davis Weight, Ed Pol’s electrical coach. Weight said the repairs are temporary because the cable used was not the right size.

The proper cable costing $10,000 has been ordered. The proper purchase is Ed expect the shipment to take two months, said Weight.

See POWER, page 4

Resolution to address testing for disabled

By Lynette Wong

A resolution that addresses the instructional rights and privileges of disabled students has been drawn up for approval by the Academic Senate.

Bill Forberg, metallurgical engineering professor and chairman of the student affairs committee, said the resolution came about last spring as a result of a suggestion from the Disabled Student Services.

The resolution would allow students with disabilities to be identified by Disabled Student Services to receive reasonable instructional and testing adaptations and accommodations.

“Disabled Student Services felt it was important to have a formal recognition from the faculty of the disabled student’s rights, and privileges, with regards to instructional processes,” Forberg said.

The resolution, which will be voted on Dec. 5, affirms the role of the Disabled Student Services in being able to assist professors or students, with the learning process if there is a disagreement about the type of adaptation or accommodation needed.

Forberg said he the resolution addresses instructional method and testing response by setting up procedures for students to learn and provide the mechanisms for carrying through.

The resolution would address cooperation between professor, student and DSS so the student can gain maximum benefit from the program of studies he handles. Forberg said.

He said this may include DSS sending a recorder or a tape to the professor or providing a note-taker or testing a test in students need additional time to complete an exam.

Forberg said he the resolution would provide a place for the professor or student DSS would provide a place for the

See DISABLED, back page
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A day to reflect was lost to a three-day weekend

Many people had the day off from classes and work Monday, but how many took the time to think why? People all across the nation celebrated the three-day weekend with parties and parades in recognition to and in respect of the millions of men and women who’ve served their nation. Many of those who bravely served were not around to join in the celebration.

Veteran’s Day is a once a year observation designed to honor those who have returned from war and remember those who haven’t. Unfortunately, much like the commercialization of many other holidays, this day too has lost its true meaning.

Authorities across the nation were warning drivers to look out for others who may have been drinking too much, in celebration of having the day off, and using the roads.

Sure there were the normal media events such as the President visiting Arlington Cemetery and The Tomb of the Unknown Soldier, but how many people stopped to pay their respects?

Warfare has become standard in the past century, indeed throughout history, militarism has been the predominant means through which to solve conflicts. In all these struggles, whether they are good or bad, noble or unjust, it has been the individuals who inevitably put their life on the line for the honor of the nation.

All those who used the weekend for fun and games should spend a few quiet moments and pay due respect to those who have selflessly gone to arms for this nation. At the same time, we should all hope that no new war erupts in our lifetime and that no new names need be added to any new monument dedicated to the name of death.

Perhaps someday war will become obsolete and there will be no need for a day honoring our veterans or the victims.

---

VIEWPOINT

By Tom Sluis

The lanes are gone, what goes next?

I don’t see what all the hoopla is concerning the bowling alley. It just seems to be a simply a power struggle between the administration and the students. The administration wants a fitness center and more office space and the students don’t really know what they want, only that they wanted to keep the bowling alley in some sort of an effort to keep a check and balance over the student government. This is all fine and dandy, but unless the students can come up with something better they should go by what the Senate finally decides.

As students, we have the right intentions, but are going about it the wrong way. Instead of continuing the fight with an alley removal, and since the removal is now guaranteed, we should channel all this energy into something more constructive such as different options for the area. The only outstanding voice of opinion that we have heard from the students has been from the few who actually did use the bowling alley on a regular basis, and they should be commended for actually offering a valid point of view. But now that the fate is sealed we had better either voice our opinions on its future now, or forever hold our peace.

It’s too bad it is ending up this way, with the students not really satisfying the administration’s decisions, but it is characteristic of student involvement in government affairs. Just because we elect these senators, (usually with a whopping 15 percent, or less, voter turnout), doesn’t mean we can do away with them and let them go. We’ve finally seen some results. We shouldn’t let this happen when no one votes — people get elected by a minority of students that everyone assumes represents the student body as a whole.

Student input is vital for the success of the governing body, or else the administration will just do whatever they feel like, no matter how difficult it is for the students to please. If the administration destroys the minority that elected them, and if the rest of the students disagree then it’s either tough beans to them or they will have to make a special effort to put forth their ideas, such as now, or more typically, they’ll just back and meekly accept what is and then go back to their room to finish their 12-pack.

Not only the time to come up with a better solution, but also the time to voice the administration head on, saying “No you’re not,” on the couch-potato approach. Since that route failed and the cards were stacked basically in the administration’s favor from the beginning, we have some catching up to do.

Just to get my two bits worth of comment in, let me say that the decision the administration made was a better complaint. No one can better say that removing the bowling alley was a mistake because it was for the majority of the students. For the overall picture of student control, yes, it was, but there is more to it than simply hanging on to our toy that we didn’t use, but also didn’t want to give up.

Trying to say that it was a center that everyone used on a regular basis is ridiculous; we used that thing as much as we use the Craft Center. Sure, it was empty every now and then, but to keep something like that operating we needed some pretty strong game of apologies to the bowling alley owners. Come on, this is an opportunity. This is a chance to think out of the box and stop buying toys on something newer and better.

We have to get involved; the administration has control of all of our play space in the University. Talking over office space going in, all we’ll have left to do is shoot pool and play video games (what fun). If we were really concerned looking for cutbacks in our student budget and the decision was theirs, why do they want to turn half that area into office space and the other half into a big, empty rooms with a couple of dumbbells in them for an obvious minority of us to use. Six months ago it was considered a great idea, now if it is using it, they’ll put it in, you don’t have it, more office space for our use, but for the administration. Also, if they’re so concerned with money, then why are they willing to spend what some say is a couple of hundred thousand dollars to increase revenue generating source such as the fitness center but are unwilling to spend anywhere from $13,000-$150,000 on repairs to get a minimal, but at least some, income source such as the bowling alley operating?

If we are going to spend this kind of money on office space for the administration, and have half of their room for a few of us, then I want to know why I can’t see something in there that the administration would have to use. There’s all kinds of people like me can enjoy too.

Finally, yes I do have my own solution; I think that we should combine the Ice Cream Parlour and the Burger Bar into a giant Rathskeller of sorts — somewhere to go when the dining hall’s aren’t open to eat, drink and be merry. This could bring the money going off campus for, say, pizza delivery, back into the school money supply. Both places seem to do well as far as business is concerned, and by moving them into the bowling alley area more office space could be put where they were taken from, in addition to the new office that would be put in. These students would have the same as before, only in a nicer and more relaxed atmosphere (with some where to actually sit down and eat their food from the Burger Bar) and the administration would have more office space.

This is just one idea, I’m not asking you to agree with me, just look around and see what we are talking about. If you don’t care one way or the other that’s fine, but you better not something wrong in there that fails. Don’t be so predictable as to not put forth your option. If you want something, willing and able to criticize someone else’s if it doesn’t work out. Don’t wait until it fails and then jump down the administration’s throat, yelling, “I told you so.”

If you have any ideas, hopefully better than mine now, it is the time to say them. The administration is not going to be removed so we better voice our opinions where they belong. This way you’ll know you did something and actually got involved for once — but remember, no one is coming to your door and yelling “Hey, I have a better idea for something completely by you little self, on your own, just like mom and dad wanted you to that’s why they sent you here. You have until November 27. Get some friends, go to a Senate meeting and say something.
Sweetener tied to epilepsy

BOSTON (AP) — A new report suggests that NutraSweet might trigger epilepsy in some susceptible people and recommends that doctors question seizure victims about their consumption of the popular artificial sweetener.

In a letter in the latest issue of the British journal Lancet, Dr. Richard J. Wurtman describes three cases in which people had their first epileptic seizures after drinking large amounts of soft drinks that contained NutraSweet.

Wurtman theorizes that the sweetener — known generically as aspartame — lowers levels of chemicals in the brain that protect against seizures. In his letter, Wurtman said the three cases "can only suggest an association between aspartame and seizures." But he added that they are "compatible with evidence that high aspartame doses may produce neurometabolic changes that, in laboratory animals, are associated with depressed seizure thresholds." Wurtman agreed that the apparent association he reported could have been coincidental. But he said doctors should question patients with unexplained seizures about their use of aspartame.

"It may turn out that when enough doctors ask enough questions, there'll be no correlation," he said in an interview.

One of the main ingredients of aspartame is the amino acid phenylalanine. Wurtman suggests that consuming lots of aspartame can raise levels of phenylalanine in the brain, where it interferes with the body's production of other chemicals, known as neurotransmitters, that protect against seizures.

"I think, but I can't prove it, that this will only happen in people who have a propensity toward having seizures," Wurtman said. "Some of these people will know about that propensity because they've already had a seizure. The problem is people who never had them before."

Aspartame products are required to carry labels notifying people with phenylketonuria, or PKU, that the sweetener may be hazardous. People with PKU must avoid protein foods, such as meat, that contain phenylalanine.
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More bicycles on campus increase traffic hazards

By Debbe Box

Most campus bicyclists have no intention of creating problems, but sometimes attitudes and actions tend to block the normal traffic patterns, said a public safety officer.

Donald Van Acker said students who run stop signs or fail to signal when turning or pulling into traffic, disregarding vehicle laws, can cause traffic hazards. He said there are more bikes on campus now and this increase presents some problems.

"The main problem is with the general traffic patterns on campus," said Van Acker. " Trouble arises when pedestrians walk in the bike lane on Via Carta and bikers ride in the pedestrian section, plus the addition of disabled student trams, trucks and mopeds during peak periods.

Usually severe collisions occur in this type of traffic, said Van Acker. "It's not bumps and bruises; it's serious, disabling injuries."

Van Acker said James Nash, director of the Health Center, is just beginning to compile statistics on Cal Poly bicycle accidents. There is at least one bicycle and automobile collision each quarter, said Van Acker.

Two weeks ago there were two bicycle accidents on College Avenue at South Perimeter near Mustang Stadium. One was due to a bicyclist riding on the wrong side of the road and the other was due to a car obstructing the view of the rider. "The greatest violation he saw at the hospital in these separate incidents," said Investigator Ray Berrett.

"Three students were taken to the hospital in these separate incidents" - Investigator Ray Berrett.

On Oct. 31 Thomas Disanto was heading north on College Avenue at an undetermined speed and ran into a bus parked on the street. Berrett said Disanto was wearing a hat which blocked his view of the bus. He had abrasions on his head and hands and was taken to Sierra Vista Hospital.

The previous day, two bicyclists collided on the College Avenue crosswalk. One was heading north and the other south and South Perimeter Road. "Bicyclists are required by law to obey the same rules as motorists," said Berrett: "This means riding on the right side of the road and stopping at posted stop signs."

Berrett said in one hour he saw 200 stop sign violations at the South Perimeter/Via Carta intersection. "We wrote eight citations in 30 minutes."

The greatest violation he saw at the intersection was when two people on a bike with no brakes went through the intersection without stopping.

"A citation for running a stop sign is $55," said Investigator Wayne Carrick.

The Cal Poly Bicycle Patrol consists of five students. Van Acker said the bike patrol members oversee the lanes, serve as bike, rock, search, for lost bikes and enforce bike parking regulations.

Common violations are securing bikes to handrails or chaining them to trees or other campus buildings and areas. "Van Acker said there is a problem with parking mopeds on campus.

Students park mopeds in the bike racks. It's difficult to change that attitude because people look at mopeds as bicycles. The bike system is not capable of handling both mopeds and bikes. There are areas set aside for moped parking in the motorcycle lots.

The Bicycle Patrol stays away from ticketing offenders. They counsel bike riders that are becoming a hazard to pedestrians. If a cyclist is an ongoing problem, parking officials or the police will pursue the matter," said Van Acker.
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An outage Nov. 6 caused Mustang Daily to be distributed more than two hours late.

The outage was caused by a soccer game between Cal Poly and Cal State Bakersfield to be rescheduled. Mustang Daily was unable to get past it on the affected circuit, Wright said.

"It's very unusual to have all these things go wrong with a feeder at one time," Wright said. Originally, the cables were installed at different times.

Wright said there could be faulty wiring elsewhere on campus. "Things could happen again," he said.
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Studying abroad

Students get new perspective in other countries

By Debbie Boxx

Expect things to be different and enjoy these differences, says Dr. Floyd McMasters, who is currently discussing the university overseas study program.

Detected Floyd, geography professor, said students can choose to study at any of the 16 international campuses of the Cal State University system. Each student is responsible for picking the campus on the basis of their background, major or their personal goals. A lot enters into the decision of what's being offered where.

Steve McMasters, a senior natural resources management student, recently returned from studying in Sweden. He said he chose this country because of the biology course option and the central northern European location of the country.

McMasters said students at the university in Sweden have the use of laboratory facilities day or night because the program is geared toward independent research. "A lot of time was spent coming in at midnight finishing up a project."

The first six weeks in Sweden were spent in a "crash" language course. Before that McMasters had heard the language twice "once on the phone talking to Dr. Floyd and once at the movies."

Another senior in natural resources management, Aileen Loe also studied in Sweden. Loe said it's hard to make generalizations about the Swedish lifestyle. She said the typical family life over there is comparable to America, "only the Swedish don't watch TV."

McMasters and Loe said the Swedish university situation is set up differently than the CSU system. There are no any midterms and only one final examination. McMasters said his final exam lasted only 35 minutes. Loe was given the two weeks off of class to begin studying for it.

Aside from the academic side of the program, Loe said international travel was limited to "Coming back was strange. I expected it (America) to be different. I'd turn around every time I heard someone speak English," said McMasters. "What a waste really?" It would help, career-wise, to see life in another culture," said Thompson.

Although the French university study was geared toward her minor, Thompson found her greatest perspective was in English research. "I'd never learn a language really well? I would help, career-wise, to see life in another culture," said Thompson.

Loe said they were a friend to a Swedish family. The family gives you a different look. You begin to depend on the family," Loe said.

There weren't long enough to analyze it," said Loe. "Overcoming the language barrier wasn't too difficult for Loe and McMasters — they either added an "s" to the end of a word or made it up and waited for someone to correct their Swedish.

Julie Thompson, a senior English major with a minor in French, enrolled in the International Program to develop her language skills. "I was taking French classes at Cal Poly and I asked myself, 'Why not learn a language really well?' I would help, career-wise, to see life in another culture," said Thompson.

For Loe and McMasters, Swedish living arrangements were in low-cost housing shared by students and political refugees from Iran, Iraq and Turkey. McMasters said living about the Middle East was something he didn't expect from his stay in Sweden.

The residents had their own rooms and shared a kitchen. "It was as private or as social as you wanted," said McMasters.

Loe said they were assigned to a Swedish family to learn about the culture of the country. In this way, foreign students were able to get a more realistic idea of what Swedish life is really like than they would have had they spent all their time with the other foreign students.

"The family gives you a different look. You begin to depend on the family," Loe said.
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The residents had their own rooms and shared a kitchen. "It was as private or as social as you wanted," said McMasters.

Loe said they were assigned to a Swedish family to learn about the culture of the country. In this way, foreign students were able to get a more realistic idea of what Swedish life is really like than they would have had they spent all their time with the other foreign students.

"The family gives you a different look. You begin to depend on the family," Loe said.

There weren't long enough to analyze it," said Loe. "Overcoming the language barrier wasn't too difficult for Loe and McMasters — they either added an "s" to the end of a word or made it up and waited for someone to correct their Swedish.

Julie Thompson, a senior English major with a minor in French, enrolled in the International Program to develop her language skills. "I was taking French classes at Cal Poly and I asked myself, 'Why not learn a language really well?' I would help, career-wise, to see life in another culture," said Thompson.

Although the French university study was geared toward her minor, Thompson found her greatest perspective was in English research. "I'd never learn a language really well? I would help, career-wise, to see life in another culture," said Thompson.

Loe said they were a friend to a Swedish family. The family gives you a different look. You begin to depend on the family," Loe said.

"Coming back was strange. I expected it (America) to be different. I'd turn around every time I heard someone speak English," said McMasters. "What a waste really?" It would help, career-wise, to see life in another culture," said Thompson.

Although the French university study was geared toward her minor, Thompson found her greatest perspective was in English research. "I'd never learn a language really well? I would help, career-wise, to see life in another culture," said Thompson.
Are Cal Poly students fashion trendsetters?

Are Cal Poly students up-to-date in their fashion choices? While Cal Poly students are not up to the standards of New York or Paris in their fashion sense, said local clothing store owner Colleen DuBose, they are up-to-date in part of California because they bring their fashion ideas from all over the state to the campus.

DuBose owned a shop in downtown San Luis Obispo. Once again, for one year and had a steady base of college customers. "Vintage clothes from the 1960s or '50s" was the mainstay of the college clientele. I hear it's a conservative campus but I don't see it as such," said DuBose.

"I think they're (students) behind compared to the metropolitan areas such as San Francisco and Los Angeles," said Swart.

Economics, class structure and psychological attitudes tend to influence people's clothing choices, according to Swart. She said the diversity of clothing styles on Cal Poly's campus is a function of the peer groups that students belong to. "Each group dictates what to wear instead of the campus as a whole."

Where a student is originally from also has bearing on his or her dress style, said Swart. "It's what you see around you that's going to dictate what you wear."

If you're from a small agricultural community, you're not going to see high fashion." In addition, said Swart, college students often don't become fashion conscious until they start a career, which demands an up-to-date, fashionable style of dress.

The modern styles that are found on campus are more likely to be fads rather than trends, according to Swart. She distinguished a fad, an extreme fashion idea that fades quickly such as the current punk rock hair and clothing styles, from a trend, a subtle fashion idea that lasts for a decade or longer such as padded shoulders.

The way in which Cal Poly students classify their own dress styles parallels the myriad of fashion ideas to be found on campus — everything from blue jeans and tennis shoes to mini-skirts and pumps to pleated pants and penny-loafers.

How do Cal Poly students dress? "My dress style is usually causal and at times preppy," said Alaric Schenk, business administration sophomore. "I don't like to be trendy. I dress unusual — whatever I feel like wearing," said Michele Morova, a sophomore biological science major.

"Preppy/yuppy," said John Palladino, a junior engineering technology/electronic engineering major. "European and GQ," said Palladino's friend, Bruce Grabin, a poultry science junior. The two men agreed that they "don't like the Madonna look."

Roman Desota, a landscape architecture junior, classified his particular style as updated. "The styles are becoming more neutral. Men's fashion," added Swart, "is just coming to its own in the past years."

Photos by Tom Anderson

Stories by Laura Rosenblum
Poly ends home season in style

By Tim Robinson

Wednesday, November 13, 1985

It was a case of the Cal Poly football team saving the best for last, as the Mustangs played possibly their best game of the season Saturday by beating Portland State, 34-21.

The Mustangs, 4-5 on the season, could do little wrong in their final home game of the 1985 season. Even on one of their mistakes, the Mustangs received positive results when punter Kevin Emigh fielded a bad snap from the center and rambled 21 yards for a first down.

Emigh, who leads the Western Football Conference in punting, kept the Vikings pinned deep in their own territory all afternoon, and made a move on a Portland defender that even the Mustang running backs would envy. Emigh was finally brought down at the Viking 44-yard line, but not until he had a first down and Mustang running back John Barnett (27) and Bratl Plorea (35) zero in on a Portland State player in Saturday's game.

Emigh was finally brought down at the Viking 44-yard line, but not until he had a first down and Mustang running back John Barnett (27) and Bratl Plorea (35) zero in on a Portland State player in Saturday's game. It was just one of those after­noons, where the ball rolled Cal Poly's way almost every­time.

The first Portland turnover came on the Vikings' opening drive, when quarterback Terry Summerfield fumbled from the shotgun position while attempting a shuffle pass. It was then time for senior tailback Jim Gloud to perform his "Mr. Inst­

FREE SPINAL EXAMINATION

Johnston Chiropractic Clinic Inc. is sponsoring a spinal check-up and Scoliosis Screening program as a public service. This service will include consultation, physical examination and a report of findings.

WARNING SIGNS OF SPINAL MISALIGNMENTS

- Recurring Headaches
- Dizziness, Drowsy Vision
- Neck, Shoulder & Arm Pain
- Low Back & Leg Pain
- Pain Between Shoulders
- Numbness in Hands & Arms
- Loss of Sleep
- Difficult Breathing
- Numbness in Legs & Feet

If you suffer from any of these warning signs call immediately to prevent possible advancing complications. This Free Spinal public service is for a limited time only, by appointment, please. Please mention ad at time of visit.

For An Appointment Call 541-2727
Johnston Chiropractic Clinic
Palmer Graduate 1150 Grove Street San Luis Obispo
RUNNERS-CYCLISTS-TRIATHLETES-SKIERS

DON'T BE LEFT OUT IN THE COLD THIS WINTER INTRODUCES THE HIND PERFORMANCE POLYPROPYLENE TIGHT AND TOP

Polypropylene Lycra Top

TL6 Unisex Colors: black, navy, scarlet Sizes: XS-XL

$23.95 Factory 2nds $14.95

Polypropylene Lycra Tight

ST6 Unisex Colors: black, navy, scarlet Sizes: XS-2L, Long, Ulong

$23.95 Factory 2nds $14.95

Specially developed polypropylene Lycra® with a cotton feel that is superior in moisture transport, thermal qualities, and fit.

Quarter length zippered neck for temperature control.

Stand up collar for neck protection.

Extended tail allowing the garment to fit better through a range of motions.

Raglan cut sleeve that is nonabrasive and allows unrestricted movement.

Flatseams with flat stitch for comfort and durability.

Specially developed polypropylene Lycra® with a cotton feel that is superior in moisture transport, thermal qualities, and fit.

Quarter length zippered neck for temperature control.

Stand up collar for neck protection.

Extended tail allowing the garment to fit better through a range of motions.

Raglan cut sleeve that is nonabrasive and allows unrestricted movement.

Flatseams with flat stitch for comfort and durability.

HIND Lycra® Sportlight ................................ $19.75 2nds $12.75

Sub 4 windsuits .................................. $28.95 save 20.00

Wilderness Experience Jackets .................. $49.95 save 25.00

Adidas warmup suits ................................ $44.95 save 20.00

695 Higuera
(across from Mcintosh's)
San Luis Obispo
541-6019

Mon-Sat 10:00am-5:00pm
Thurs Night 7-9pm
Poly's back in the driver's seat

By Lisa A. Houk

The three day weekend didn't give the Cal Poly volleyball players much time off the court, but it did extend their confidence on the court.

TheLady Mustangs Vander's of if they had a safe from the biting weather of San Luis Obispo from the excitement of winning in a row over four days. The Mustangs, who had a chance to win against Long Beach State, pulled the Mustang team out of a mid-season slump and put Poly back in the driver's seat with a fresh three-game winning streak.

"We played good this weekend because we regained our confidence to put people in their places," said Mustang Head Coach Mike Wilton.

After coming off an unexpected three-set loss to Santa Barbara Tuesday, the Lady Mustangs battled the Aztecs of San Diego State Friday to an 8-15, 15-13, 15-13 victory. Poly's Lynn Kessler spearred the Aztec defense with 20 kills for a .275 hitting mark, while teammate Ellen Bugalski shocked off a personal slump by firing 16 kills to raise her hitting mark to an awesome .361. The Mustang's hitting percentage also dropped from Bugalski's high hand, as Poly hit .284 on the night.

A second-ranked Long Beach State teamounced into San Luis Obispo Saturday night hoping to knock off the fourth-ranked Long Beach State, but failed to defeat Poly in four sets. Poly made sure the 40th's slide's strike it rich, as Poly's 15-5, 15-9, 15-7, 15-12 win against another Pacific Coast Associated Athletic match.

Mustang middle blocker Carol Tschauer had a golden performance with 14 kills for a shining .344 hitting mark, while Bugalski, Kelly Strand and Vera Pendergast came through with 12 kills each to solidify the Mustang offense. Kessler balanced out her defensive and offensive attacks with a match-high 26 digs and nine kills in shut down any 4Ver claim to victory.

Veterans Day brought the dark clouds, but the Mustang spikes overflowed over the Rebels of Nevada-Las Vegas in a 15-4, 15-5, 15-7 win Monday night. Coming off a three-set loss Sunday against the University of the Pacific, the Nevada-Las Vegas team dropped its overall record to 14-13 after leaving California.

The bundled up crowd of 367 Cal Poly fans watched as their Lady Mustangs hit the court on fire, with a hot .378 team hitting percentage. Strand led Poly to kills with 12 for a shopping .480 efficiency mark for an unheard of .888 hitting mark by sealing 16 kills in 16 attempts without a single error.

Poly setter Deke Bodnar uploaded 36 assists in 88 attempts for a .375 assist percentage. Kessler's defensive stats jumped off the page, as she scored 21 digs Monday night for a total of 47 digs in the last two matches.

Freshman Erin Deiners captured the crowd's heart by entering two of the three games for some long awaited volleyball action.

"I was glad to give Erin some time on the court, and the team and the fans responded well to her appearance," said Wilson.

The Cal Poly volleyball team See SPIKERS, page 10

NOW AVAILABLE AT KINKO'S

DISK PROCESSING
Wallets and 5 x 7" Pictures also done.

2 FOR 1 SPECIAL!
Develop one roll of film and receive two prints for the price of one. Print and receive this coupon with other specials. Expires Nov. 15, 1985

9 SANTA ROSA STR. 549-8979

FREE PIZZA FREE DELIVERY
That's Right! You Buy The First Pizza, And We Will Give You The Second One FREE!
(Not valid with any other special)
(All Drinks: Buy 1, Get 1 Free)

POPPER JACK'S PIZZA
474 Marsh St. 549-8616
Open Till 1:00 AM
FREE DELIVERY

EXTRA SPECIAL
FAMILY SIZE PIZZA
2 Drinks: $7.50

WINTER QUARTER — TAKE A BASIC COURSE
THROUGH EXTENDED EDUCATION

Course No. Course Title 1st Place Type 2nd Place Hours Instr. 1st Place Hours Instr.

ENR 4090 Computer Fundamentals for Educators 3.0 2nd Place 15-21 9 Thorsen
EN 4650 Writing for Technical Students 15-21 9 Thorsen
EN 1114-02 Writing, Exposition 2.5 15-20 9 Thorsen
ENG 1301-01 Corporate Communication 4.0 15-20 9 Thorsen
ENG 1302-01 Corporate Communication 4.0 15-20 9 Thorsen
ENG 1302-10 Corporate Communication 4.0 15-20 9 Thorsen
ART 100 American Literature: 1614 to the Present 3.0 15-20 9 Thorsen
COM 2160 Internship Review 3.0 15-20 9 Thorsen
EN 2704 1614 Studio Instruction: Instruments 1.0 15-20 9 Thorsen
ENG 1114-01 Writing, Exposition 2.5 15-20 9 Thorsen
POLS 1417 International Relations 3.0 15-20 9 Thorsen
ENROL NOW AT EXTENDED EDUCATION COLLEGE I, CAMPUSWAY, 549-2922

POLY'S CANAL TCHAAAR GOES UP FOR D Spike against Long Beach State Saturday.
FOOTBALL

From page 7

tant Offense" for the Mustangs.

Glenn, who ran for 83 yards on 26 carries and has generated big running plays all year, was half tackled off the left side for 31 yards, giving the Mustangs a 7-0 lead.

With the quick Mustang score and the threat of Portland's ac-

claimed air attack, the game started off as if it could be a very high scoring affair. However, both teams went into neutral corners for nearly the rest of the first half.

A 36-yard field goal for Portland made the score 10-0 just less than five minutes remaining, the score where suddenly filled with foot-

ball from both quarters.

The Mustangs, who scored a touchdown on a Joey Kolins 3-

yard run, started a scoring spree that would set the tone scored in under five minutes. Shortly after, Summerfield put the Vik-

gings right back in the drivin crazy squad 52 yards for a score. Summerfield found wide receiver-kicker Ngonethong as the back of the end zone for a touchdown, but the two-point conversion failed and the Mustangs led 13-6.

Poly quarterback Robert Perez, who completed 11 passes in 25 attempts for 197 yards on the afternoon, went to the air and completed four out of five passes for 53 yards on the last three attempts, the biggest pass came when Perez connected with Sheldon Moore on a 31-yard pass reception, Moore, who made a diving catch, set up the Mustang offense on the Vikings' 2-yard line.

From there, "senior fullback Paulo Perreli crunch his way in for a touchdown and put the Mustangs ahead 20-0. The final five minutes of play contained nearly every aspect of the first half. It also set the scene for the second half.

The beginning of the second half resembled the first half as Portland fumbled and had a pass intercepted before the third quarter ended even with the minutes old.

Polo's Brett Trickett, a junior defensive end, blazed from his left side and jumped. as he hooked arms with Portland's quarter-

back Summerfield, causing him to misher. The ball went directly into the hands of sophomore defensive end John Fessett at Portland's 42-yard line.

Perez once again went to the air, finding Clark Sorenson who took the ball to the 2-yard line. Perez pushed it in himself from the 1-yard line to make it 27-9. Yet even with the 18 point lead, Poly could not rest, because of the ability of Summerfield to score quickly with his passing attack air. The Mustangs held tight as the Cal Poly defense, which gave up 28 points last week against Sacramento State, executed a "near-flawless blitz

brigade. The Mustang defense specifically put pressure on Summerfield from the outside by blitzing the defensive ends. The plan resulted in four sacks and countless hurried passes.

The Mustangs' pass rush, which has been near non-exi-
tent, pressured Summerfield into throwing three interceptions. Summerfield also started hearing footsteps, as he forced passes even when the Mustang rushers were nowhere near him.

Summerfield ended the day with 23 completions out of 45 at tempt for 361 yards, but the brunt of the yardage came with Poly in more of a prevent-type defense. More importantly, most of Summerfield's yardage came after the outcome of the game was no longer in doubt.

The contest was put out of reach by senior cornerback Keesan Stanley. Stanley timed Summerfield's quick pass to the right as if he heard the play call-
ed in the huddle. Stanley's long strides left Portland's offense far behind, as he intercepted and scored the final Cal Poly touchdown making the score 34-15.

The Vikings scored once more to make the game appear closer at 34-21, but Cal-Poly, whose seniors played their final game at Mustang Stadium, received a warm round of applause from about 2,000 hometown fans for saving perhaps the best game for last.

The Mustangs will now see if they still have a little of this best-for-last formula remaining for a powerful Boise State team Saturday. After all, Poly has a winning season to uphold.

SPIKERS

From page 9

may have started a new winning streak, but the University of Hawaii will ready its island hospitality for the Mustangs on Thursday and Friday at the two day PCAA matches. The senior Mustangs, left chiefly by head coach Lan Ohiuo Tuesday for their last trip to the tropical island of Oahu to take on the seven ranked Rainbow Warriors.

SUN-THURS 11am-1am
FRI & SAT 11am-2am
SNOW!

Today, early morning for the first time in history. First time in history and it has been so beautiful. Snowing all over campus.

WINTER CARNIVAL...listening to the sound of snow falling and thinking of all the fun we had last year.

MUSTANG DALLY Wednesday, November 13, 1985
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IENERAL MEETINQ

iTTN: ALPHA ZETA'S
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ANYONE INTERESTED IS WELCOME!

FRESH SHRIMP?

Two chop broiled or fried, with steamed greens, sauce, and rice for only $2.00.

TA C O  BELL

$5 per hour

MUSIC FESTIVAL

GUARDIAN

FALL 1985

798-3806

FEDERAL RESERVE BANK OF SEATTLE

ATTENTION: STUDENTS INTERESTED IN OVERSEAS STUDY A variety of national and international


For more info at the IP office

GUY'S & GULLS

NOV 7,8,9,14,15,16 CAL POLY THEATRE

ALL PRODUCTIONS ARE COMEDY

Call 546-1421 For reservations

BIRTHDAY
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SUNL, 313th grad. and a great weekend.

Your secret admirer

THANKS FOR A GREAT '81

THETA CHI: THANKS FOR A GREAT '81

SHIRLEY (A.K.A. OTIS) Happy 21at to tha inoradiblo

FREEDOM! STAY AWAY FROM THE STREETS!

BIRTHDAY

Leslie: I love you, and so do I.

YOUR FRIEND, SHELLY

COME!

WOMEN SOCCER

JAN E'S NOT PLAIN 1

LOVE,

YBS,

LOVE,

LES: ARE YOU COMFOR-

CHICKIES

HAMSTER CHEERS

PHIL

HAPPY BIRTHDAY

To your secret admirer.

MERRY CHRISTMAS AND HAPPY NEW YEAR.

Happy New Year! I'm sure you'll be happy this year, too.

HAPPY NEW YEAR

January 1st, 1986

To your secret admirer.

PHIL

HAPPY NEW YEAR

To your secret admirer.

HAPPY NEW YEAR

January 1st, 1986

To your secret admirer.

HAPPY NEW YEAR

January 1st, 1986

To your secret admirer.

HAPPY NEW YEAR

January 1st, 1986

To your secret admirer.

HAPPY NEW YEAR

January 1st, 1986

To your secret admirer.

HAPPY NEW YEAR

January 1st, 1986

To your secret admirer.
RUSSIAN

From page 1

But they are not, he emphasized. Instead, he said, the people of the United States must come to realize they are dealing not with a nation which abides by rules of fair play, but with a ruling clique that is indifferent to anything that keeps itself in power and its people enslaved, he said.

Tuvim said President Reagan has the right idea about how to keep itself in power and its people satisfied. Instead, the people of the Soviet Union and its invasion of Afghanistan. Tuvim said he was appalled at the sight of Carter, the elected leader of America, straining to reach and kiss Brezhnev on the cheek upon meeting him.

Eighty percent of the Soviet people are not so impressed with Jimmy Carter. He said Americans go overboard to fix an injustice, such as apartheid, while shying away from or ignoring the greater issue of the life and death of freedom presented by the existence of the Soviet System.

Tuvim asked the rhetorical question, "Where's the balance that should exist when it comes to protesting?" He said 80 percent of the South African population can't vote, but in the Soviet Union 100 percent of the population can't vote. Eighty percent of the South African population can't decide where to live, but 100 percent of the Soviet people are told where to live.

Tuvim added the Soviets must understand what we're doing. "We're getting out of hand and I don't think we (Americans) understand what we're doing." Every time with the Soviet Union should be linked to the issue of human rights, Tuvim offered as his solution. Saying that America needs to stop sending the Soviets confusing messages, Tuvim added the Soviets must be made to realize that to get what they need, they are going to have to make concessions in the area of human rights.

DISABLED

From page 1

Student to take the test and would collect the test and return it to the professor," Forgeng said. "We're ready to offer these services to get the best possible measure of what the student has learned," Forgeng said.

In order to ensure the privacy of the lecture or confidentiality of testing procedures, a clause stating that students will agree to use tapes only for their own use and not duplicate them is also included. "It is implied that a professor who objects to a tape recording of his lecture must be assured by students and DSS that the tape is the property of the professor and will be used only for evaluating that student," Forgeng said.

Twim also discussed the conditions in the Soviet Union. He said Soviets are disappointed and disillusioned. They see no future and everything is dictated to them in an Orwellian manner.

"We're ready to offer these services to get the best possible measure of what the student has learned," Forgeng said.

In order to ensure the privacy of the lecture or confidentiality of testing procedures, a clause stating that students will agree to use tapes only for their own use and not duplicate them is also included. "It is implied that a professor who objects to a tape recording of his lecture must be assured by students and DSS that the tape is the property of the professor and will be used only for evaluating that student," Forgeng said.

Twim also discussed the conditions in the Soviet Union. He said Soviets are disappointed and disillusioned. They see no future and everything is dictated to them in an Orwellian manner.

"It makes them very cynical," Tuvim said.

He said Russians are screened from western information and the West makes little or no effort to supply them with accurate information. "They have nothing to believe in," Tuvim said, telling about his son Misha who is still in the Soviet Union and who has become an Orthodox Jew for want of something to believe in.

"It is going out of hand and I don't think we (Americans) understand what we're doing." Every time with the Soviet Union should be linked to the issue of human rights, Tuvim offered as his solution. Saying that America needs to stop sending the Soviets confusing messages, Tuvim added the Soviets must be made to realize that to get what they need, they are going to have to make concessions in the area of human rights.

Twim also discussed the conditions in the Soviet Union. He said Soviets are disappointed and disillusioned. They see no future and everything is dictated to them in an Orwellian manner.

"It makes them very cynical," Tuvim said.

He said Russians are screened from western information and the West makes little or no effort to supply them with accurate information. "They have nothing to believe in," Tuvim said, telling about his son Misha who is still in the Soviet Union and who has become an Orthodox Jew for want of something to believe in.

"Misha is starving to death now because there is no kosher food in the Soviet Union," Tuvim said, "but he has something to believe in."